MA/PhD Lista de lectura: Lingüística

The **MA exam** consists of three areas:

- The SLA area is required for all the MA students
- The other two areas correspond to the students’ interests.

In addition to the books on the following reading list, students will meet with the professors to add pertinent articles or materials to prepare for the particular areas of the exams.

The **PhD exam** consists of four areas:

- The SLA area is required for all the PHD students.
- The other three areas correspond to the students’ interests.

In addition to the books on the following reading list, students will meet with the professors to add pertinent articles or materials to prepare for the particular areas of the exams.

**REQUIRED AREA**

- Ducate, Lara & Arnold, Nike. (2011), Calling on CALL: From Theory and Research to New Directions in Foreign Language Teaching. San Marcos, TX: CALICO.

**OPTIONAL AREAS**

**AREA: APPLIED LINGUISTICS AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION**

**SUBAREAS**

**SKILLS**


**TECHNOLOGY**

Ducate, L. & Arnold, N. (2011), *Calling on CALL: From Theory and Research to New Directions in Foreign Language Teaching*. San Marcos, TX: CALICO.

**AREA: SOCIOLINGUISTICS AND DIALECTOLOGY**


**AREA: HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE**

AREA: PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

- Bybee, Joan L. 2006. *From Usage to Grammar: The Mind's Response to Repetition*

AREA: MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX


REFERENCE BOOKS